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。fficial ones. Therefore, we have issued supplementary guidelines to 
clarify them. We have 叫50 reminded all our colleagues to 甜ictly
comply with a11 the rules and regulations 扭曲e CSO and 311 relevant 
guidelines. 

B. On the recommendations in the repor1 

The ICAC accepts al1 the recommendations made by the Independent 
Review Committee. New guidelines were issued ìn May 缸ld June thîs 
ye缸. to tighten up control on the spending on entertainment\ bestowìng of 
gifts and overseas duty visits. 

We wil1 also implement as 800n as practicable recommendations on 
procedural and system enhancements~ such as întroducing a computerised 
system for on1ine processing of applications for entertainment 
reimbursements, as well as extending internal audits to the whole 
Commission in order to strengthen intemal monitoring. 

Meanwhî峙， the ICAC will conduct a comprehensive review on all the 
provisîo凶 in the CSO. We will also report to the Advisory Committee 
on Corruptîon in its next meeting a11 the 0伍cial entertainments hosted by 
the current Commissioner that exceed the ceilings with details~ líst of 
standard gifts to be presented at 0缸icial functîons, as wel1個 details of 
any non~stand訂d gift that has been given out. 

C. Conclusion 

I ,wish to point out 也at some of the non-compliances mentioned in the 
report were the personal decisions of個 individual 0傲的r. and in no way 
repres~nt the va.lues of ICAC 0宜icers. From what 1 have observed in the 
p的t one ye缸， 1 notice 也at ICAC officers have a very high standard of 
integrity. As. the Independent Revìew Committee has concluded, many 
ICAC officers 缸e very conscìentious of their mission and have conducted 
themselves with discipline. They are highly rule-comp1iant and they 
always adhere to the principle of詣ugality when using public fimds. 

1 truly believe 血品出e ICAC will resume good co中orate governance 
when the improvement rneasures and the recommendations have been 
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fully implemented. 1 sincerely hope 也at the public wî1l continue to trust 
and support 也e ICAC, and we welcome all strata of 也e com.munity to 
continue to monitor our work. 

Lastly, 1 would like to thank the Independent Review Comrnittee again 
for pointing out the non-compliances and short-comings of也e ICAC and 
providing their recommendations. The Commission has leamed a lesson 
and we will do our best to strengthen our intemal system. 
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